WHY DID  I ASSIST IN THE  LAST WAR?	25
honestly believe that, in spite of the many disabilities that
my country was labouring under, it was making its way
towards freedom, and that on the whole the government
from the popular standpoint was not wholly bad, and that
the British administrators were honest though insular and
dense. Holding that view,   I   set  about  doing what   an
ordinary Englishman would do   in   the circumstances. I
was not wise or important enough to take independent ac-
tion.   I had no business to judge or scrutinize ministerial
decisions with the solemnity of a tribunal. I did not impute
malice to the ministers either at the time of the Boer War,
the Zulu Revolt or the late war. I did not consider English-
men, nor do I now consider them, as particularly bad or
worse   than  other  human  beings.  I considered and still
consider them to be as capable of high motives and actions
as any other body of men, and equally capable of making-
mistakes. I therefore felt that I sufficiently discharged my
duty as a man and a citizen by offering my humble services
to the empire in the hour of its need whether local or general.
That is how I would expect every Indian to act by his country
under Swaraj. I should be deeply distressed, if on every
conceivable occasion every one of us were to be a law unto
oneself and to scrutinize in golden scales every action of our
future National Assembly.   I  would surrender  my judg-
ment in most matters to national representatives, taking
particular care in making my choice of such representatives.
I know that in no other   manner   would   a   democratic
government be possible for one single day.
The whole situation is now changed for me. My eyes,
I fancy, are opened. Experience has made me wiser. I con-
sider the existing system of government to be wholly bad and
requiring special national effort to end or mend it. It does
not possess within itself any capacity for self-improvement.
That I still believe many English administrators to be honest
does not assist me, because I consider them to be as blind
and deluded as I was myself. Therefore I can take no pride in
calling the empire mine or describing.myself as a citizen. On
the contrary, I fully realize }that I am a pariah untouchable
of the empire. I must, therefore, constantly pray for its radi-
cal reconstruction or total destruction, even as a Hindu

